New analytical results for the composition of shrinkage bubbles (0Á9-7Á0 vol. %) in olivine-hosted (Fo <80%) primary melt inclusions (MIs) have been incorporated into a novel geochemical model for San Cristó bal volcano, Nicaragua. The vapour, liquid, and mineral components found inside shrinkage bubbles may represent relics of early C-O-H-S fluids exsolved from a magmatichydrothermal system. This conclusion is supported by high-resolution Raman microspectroscopy revealing: (1) gaseous CO 2 (d ¼ 0Á17-0Á31 g/cm 3 in 31 samples) coexisting with liquid H 2 O (in seven samples) at ambient temperature (<22 C) inside the shrinkage bubbles of naturally quenched inclusions; (2) several mineral phases (i.e. Fe, Cu-sulfides, Ca-sulfates and Mg-carbonates) formed along the bubble-glass interface, as confirmed by electron backscattered/energy-dispersive spectroscopy. The presence of liquid water was revealed by applying a novel subtraction method to fitted Raman spectra that isolated an isosbestic liquid-water band at 3460 6 60/cm -1 (mean 6 SD). In MIs, the major oxide composition of glasses containing shrinkage bubbles were analysed by electron microprobe, whereas glass volatile contents were measured with nanoscale secondary-ion mass spectroscopy. According to the water content of the glass inclusions ( 3Á3 wt %) and the presence of liquid water at the bubble-glass interface, only small amounts of water (0Á3 wt %) appear to have migrated inside the bubbles. From pre-eruptive (up to 1200 C) to post-eruptive temperatures, aqueous fluids represent the principal agents for chemical reactions inside MI bubbles involving dissolved ionic species (e.g. SO 4 2-, CO 3 2-, and Cl -) and major and/or trace elements from the inclusion glass (e.g. Mg, Fe, Cu, Si, Al, Na, and K). After the initiation of nucleation (1009-1141 C), the volume of shrinkage bubbles expands and the surrounding glass contracts (at <530 C). The Fe-Mg-Cu-rich (vapour) shrinkage-bubble paragenetic mineral sequence formed during different cooling stages: (A) high-temperature sulfide precipitation at 500-700 C; (B) lowtemperature magnesite precipitation at hydrothermal conditions <350 C; and finally (C) low-toambient temperature precipitation of carbonates and sulfates in liquid water at <150 C. Our findings indicate that the C-O-H-S fluids in shrinkage bubbles can represent an ideal preserved/ closed magmatic-hydrothermal system evolving after the exsolution of magmatic fluids during cooling.
INTRODUCTION
Recent studies have shown that up to 90% of the CO 2 budget in melt inclusions (MIs) can diffuse into the shrinkage bubbles because of the low solubility of CO 2 in silicate melts (e.g. Hartley et al., 2014; Moore et al., 2015 and references therein; Wallace et al., 2015) . As a consequence, those geobarometers that are widely employed when developing solubility models are not precise for bubble-bearing MIs, if the amount of CO 2 in the shrinkage bubbles is ignored (Lowenstern, 1995; Esposito et al., 2011 Esposito et al., , 2014 Esposito, 2012; Lowenstern, 2015; Moore et al., 2015) . The original CO 2 budget in MIs at trapping conditions is generally re-estimated by adding the CO 2 content of the shrinkage bubbles to that contained in the glass. Riker (2005) showed that the relationship between the volume of a vapour bubble (10 1 -10 4 cm 3 ) and the fraction of initially dissolved CO 2 lost to the bubble represents an excellent tool for estimating the pre-eruptive bubble size for Hawaiian tholeiitic MIs at Mauna Loa. More recently, novel techniques have been used to calculate the original CO 2 budget of MIs by using heating experiments (Mironov et al., 2015) and measurements of CO 2 densities in the bubbles using Raman microspectroscopy . The loss of CO 2 to shrinkage bubbles was corrected for using a similar technique by Hartley et al. (2014) , also using CO 2 /Nb proxies for undegassed melts to correct for bubble-free inclusions in the AD 1783-1784 Laki eruption in Iceland. A combination of spectroscopy and experimental heating techniques has also been applied at Fuego (Guatemala), Seguam (Alaska, USA), and Kilauea Iki, and Kapoho (Hawaii) (Moore et al., 2015; Wallace et al., 2015; Tuohy et al., 2016 ). These approaches, tested in different tectonic settings, have recently been applied by Aster et al. (2016) to cinder cones in the Cascades (Basalt of Round Valley Butte and Basalt of Old Railroad Grade) and the TransMexican Volcanic Belt (Jorullo, Parícutin). Mironov et al. (2015) proposed a new method for analyzing the original CO 2 content of bubble-bearing MIs that involved applying heating and hydration experiments with a piston cylinder to olivines from the Bulochka vent at Klyuchevskoy volcano (Kamchatka, Russia). At San Cristó bal volcano, in the Central American Volcanic Arc (CAVA; Nicaragua), combined Raman microspectroscopy and ideal-gas law (IGL) calculations have yielded corrected CO 2 concentrations of 718-1889 mg/g in MIs containing a shrinkage bubble (Robidoux et al., 2017) . In a different group of bubblefree MIs from the same olivine-host, the measured CO 2 concentrations were lower (71-527 mg/g) when directly measured with nanoscale secondary-ion mass spectroscopy (nano-SIMS). This indicated that the loss of CO 2 was controlled by deep degassing. Instead, a maximum concentration of $5000 mg/g CO 2 for the undegassed melt was estimated by using the CO 2 /S tot value (with total sulfur determined as SO 2 þ H 2 S) from the Multi-GAS central plume survey (¼ 3Á8) multiplied by the parental melt S content of $1300 mg/g (e.g. Aiuppa et al., 2014; Robidoux et al., 2017) . Those authors also estimated the minimum depth intervals of the magma plumbing system at San Cristó bal (3Á4-7Á4 km) using solubility models that integrated the first direct measurements of the contents of major volatiles, including H 2 O, S, and Cl, determined in the silicate glass inclusions by nano-SIMS ion probe analysis. The results of major element analyses by electron microprobe (EMPA) on MIs and their olivine-host crystals were initially reported in Robidoux et al. (2017) . This data set incorporated a corrected percentage of MgO from olivine added to each MI by taking into account the effects of post-entrapment crystallization (PEC) (Danyushevsky and Plechov, 2011) . The compositions of volatiles in MIs included their CO 2 content, corrected by considering different fluid-density models.
Although most studies concentrate on the determination of the original CO 2 budget of MIs, recent investigations have revealed that additional magmatic volatiles, including multiple vapour/fluid phases in the C-O-H-S system (Kamenetsky et al., 2007; Esposito et al., 2016 and references therein) and halogens (e.g. Webster, 1992) , can be present in MI shrinkage bubbles. Thus, water and sulfur, chlorine, and fluorine species should also be expected in shrinkage bubbles, along with variable associations of dissolved ions such as Si, Al, Ca, Mg, and Fe (Kamenetsky et al., 2007) . Carbonates are frequently observed in shrinkage bubbles. Thus, reliable estimates of the total CO 2 budget in MI bubbles also depends on how much CO 2 is sequestered in the carbonates precipitated at the bubble-glass interface by exsolved fluids at high magmatic temperatures, or during successive cooling by the diffusion of CO 2 in MI Kamenetsky & Kamenetsky, 2010 and references therein; Moore et al., 2015) .
Water in shrinkage bubbles has been considered by Lowenstern (1995) , Kamenetsky et al. (2002) , Esposito et al. (2011 Esposito et al. ( , 2016 , Moore et al. (2015) , and Wallace et al. (2015) . Liquid water was detected by Esposito et al. (2016) at the bubble-glass interface in re-heated MIs. The contrasting diffusion rates of CO 2 and H 2 O (Sobolev & Danyushevsky, 1994; Hauri et al., 2002; Gaetani et al., 2012) could make the presence of water in bubbles important for understanding the real concentration or mass of volatiles originally trapped in the MIs . Additionally, the mineral phases (e.g. hydrous and anhydrous carbonates and sulfur species) detected on the bubble walls (Kamenetsky et al., 2001 (Kamenetsky et al., , 2007 Moore et al., 2015; Esposito et al., 2016) are probably precipitated from C-O-H-S fluids in the vapour bubble.
The objective of the present study is to characterize the evolution of major C-O-H-S volatiles during and after the formation of shrinkage bubbles in naturally quenched MIs from olivines in tephra from San Cristó bal volcano. A detailed description of inclusion textures and petrographic observations based on the distribution of primary MIs (Roedder, 1979 (Roedder, , 1984 Frezzotti, 2001) in the olivine phenocrysts is presented. Combining scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Raman microspectroscopy makes it possible to define the volatile chemical systems, and particularly the role of CO 2 , by proposing new methodological considerations for estimating the budget of volatiles. Particular attention is paid to identifying the water and mineral precipitates inside the bubbles. There have been many studies of the variations in the water content in melt inclusions from volcanic arcs (see Plank et al., 2013) , and these need to be evaluated further via an extensive revision of the MI chemistry by EMPA and nano-SIMS (e.g. Danyushevsky et al., 1993; Sisson & Layne, 1993; Sobolev & Chaussidon, 1996; Hauri et al., 2002; Sadofsky et al., 2008) . Evidence from San Cristó bal samples and the literature (e.g. Robidoux et al., 2017) supports the need to reassess the H 2 O, S, and Cl contents in degassing models when the Raman-corrected content of CO 2 is involved. Further, water represents a principal agent for chemical reactions (alteration) between dissolved ionic species (e.g. SO 4 2-, CO 3 2-, and Cl -) and major elements (e.g. Mg, Fe, Cu, Si, Al, Na, and K). A new set of mineral identification data in the present study leads to two new models of vapour-bubble C-O-H-S-Cl fluid formation related to mineral paragenesis and physical mechanisms of bubble formation in MIs for void shrinkage bubbles and shrinkage bubbles containing fluids. These models can improve our understanding of the origin of sulfide mineralization in volatilesaturated magmas during and following eruptions. Processes occurring in shrinkage bubbles are explored here, mainly by discussing vapour-brine mineral phase analogues in porphyry-copper epithermal systems.
San Cristó bal volcano
San Cristó bal is a large ($107 km 3 ) and relatively young ($160 6 60 ka) stratovolcano, located at 12 70' lat. N. and 87 00' long. W., northwest of the Cordillera de los Maribios, on the northwestern margin of the Nicaragua volcanic arc segment ( Fig. 1) (Carr et al. 2007) . The volcanic arc segment of Nicaragua includes a 25-34 km thin continental crust and limits the boundary where the oceanic Cocos Plate subducts under the Caribbean Plate with the highest angle of slab dip (65) (66) (67) (68) (69) (70) (71) (72) (73) (74) (75) ) among the whole Central American Volcanic Arc (CAVA). CAVA represents the continuity of the subduction zone and the chain of volcanoes extending along the Pacific coastline between Guatemala and Costa Rica (Demets, 2001) . The active CAVA volcanoes are geographically distributed along a northwest-oriented, 1100 km long corridor between latitudes 10 and 15 N, and are composed of Quaternary edifices of diverse morphology, including composite volcanoes, calderas and monogenetic cinder cones (McBirney & Williams, 1965; Walker et al., 2001) (Fig. 1) .
San Cristó bal is currently a continuously (passively) degassing open-vent volcano (e.g. Aiuppa et al., 2014) , but its common activity is dominated by cycles of lava emissions, intermittent strombolian to moderate vulcanian explosions generating significant fallout and pyroclastic deposits, and occasionally some rare pumice-bearing sub-plinian eruptions (Hazlett, 1977 (Hazlett, , 1987 Havlicek et al., 1999 Havlicek et al., , 2000 . Erupted volcanic rocks include basalts, basaltic andesites and dacites (Martinez & Viramonte, 1971; Hazlett, 1977 Hazlett, , 1987 Carr, 1984; Carr et al.,1990; Patino et al., 2000; Bolge et al., 2009; Heydolph et al., 2012) . San Cristó bal volcano has been in a period of reactivation since 1971, with dominant basaltic andesite eruptive products, which also characterized the eruptive cycle of the 16-17 th centuries (Hazlett, 1987) .
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Collected field samples
On May 3, 1971, after three centuries of dormancy, San Cristó bal reactivated with intense summit crater degassing and finally exploded in March 1976 with a moderate vulcanian eruption and several phreatic eruptions (Hazlett, 1977) . The products of these eruptions (Fig. 2a) , were mainly scoria of medium to coarse lapilli, of a dark grey to black colour (SC02B). Coarse ashes of dark to grey tones contain most of the loose olivine phenocrysts (0Á5-2Á0 mm) selected for this study; subordinate clinopyroxene phenocrysts were also observed in the tephra. Subordinate lithic fragments (<5%), mostly beige-golden pumice fragments, were mixed with the juvenile material.
During 1680 and 1684-1685, a complex eruptive cycle involved emission of spatter agglutinated lava bombs, followed by smaller grain size scoria deposits (outcrop SC5; Fig. 2b and c) . Among those reworked, mixed coarse ashes, a layer of coarse ashes and small lapilli-sized scoriae (sample SC5K) that contained several lithic fragments, including abundant pumices of different colours (<15%), was selected. SC5K, laid on top of the entire SC5 sequence, is composed of several volcanic and volcanoclastic layers deposited from the Holocene to the 16-17 th century period ( Fig. 2b and c ). Eruptions were characterized by short to long-term strombolian to vulcanian, and even plinian, activity, during the Holocene at San Cristó bal (Hazlett, 1987; Havlicek et al., 2000) . At the base of outcrop SC5, was found the layer SC5C made of coarse ashes and homogenous lapilli-sized scoria of dark tone. SC5D is a layer found on top of SC5C with continuous contact. It represents a part of the Escoria-Negra-Ashes-and-Block (ENAB) deposit (Havlicek et al., 1999 (Havlicek et al., , 2000 , which symbolizes a vulcanian explosion with primitive composition, characterized by volatile-rich MIs (Robidoux et al., 2017) . Another primitive composition layer was identified, previously sampled and studied for the volatile content in MIs (Robidoux et al. 2017) , on the Block-andAshes (BA) deposit (Havlicek et al. 2000) . The SC11 outcrop represents this layer and it is located 600 m south of the crater rim (Fig. 2d) . The sequence initiated with a layer of coarse scoriae and bombs and a thick avalanche block layer. Following and mixed with the avalanche deposit was found the juvenile material SC11D, which was made of glassy porous medium to large lapilli-sized scoriae and unconsolidated coarse ash.
Sample selection
Samples were studied in key scoria layers from historicpresent eruptions (SC02B and SC5K) and also from ENAB (SC5C and SC5D) and BA (SC11D) Holocene deposits. The materials collected from each layer were dried in an oven at 60 C for 48 h to remove any moisture and then sieved into different grading sizes. Olivine crystals were handpicked from the 0Á5 to 1 mm sieved fractions of sampled ash and scoria. Such small diameters were selected because, in larger fragments with olivines a significant fraction of the water from any MI could have been lost by diffusion through the host mineral (Lloyd et al., 2013) .
The present study focuses on primary MIs in olivine crystals that are representative of undegassed magmas. The MIs were grouped based on petrographic studies (Clocchiatti, 1975; Roedder, 1984; Goldstein, 1993; Goldstein and Reynolds, 1994; Frezzotti, 2001; Bodnar, 2003; Goldstein, 2003) and morphological studies (e.g. geometric shapes and sizes, and bubble dimensions; Clocchiatti, 1975; Frezzotti, 2001 ). This approach is based on a systematic analysis of textural features of MIs in 100 crystals of olivine within each layer to verify the homogeneity of petrographic features among the different volcanic deposits ( Fig. 3 ; Supplementary Data Electronic Appendices 1 and 5; supplementary data are available for downloading at http://www.petrology.oxfordjournals. org). When textural and chemical characteristics observed for a group of MIs suggest nearcontemporaneous trapping during the growth stages of olivine, the term 'population' is used (Roedder, 1979; Frezzotti, 2001) . Whisker-and-box diagrams (Fig. 4) are presented to summarize the main characteristics of single MI populations, including the concentrations of volatiles in the glass and the bubble volume (see Esposito et al., 2014) . This approach integrates both qualitative and quantitative textural characteristics and facilitates the understanding of the number of events leading to MI trapping during olivine growth. The terminology referring to MI trapped during a single event as 'MI assemblages' (Roedder, 1979; Bodnar, 2003) was not applied in the present study, since classifying a MI assemblage requires also knowledge of the temperature and pressure conditions of trapping. Heating or pressure experiments were not performed in this study to preserve crystallization and chemical diffusion processes occurring inside the bubbles upon natural cooling.
The primary origin of MIs was assessed based on their distribution along crystal growth surfaces (Roedder, 1979) . MIs showing zonal arrangements were targeted to provide reliable descriptions of sectioned shrinkage-bubble-holding inclusions (Anderson, 1974 (Anderson, , 2000 Bodnar & Student, 2006) . Havlicek et al. (2000) and Hazlett (1977 Hazlett ( , 1987 . Lahar contours, brown lineaments representing regional structures and the GPS coordinates of the seismic station are all from INETER. (b) Regional map of Nicaragua and the San Cristó bal location. Hydrographic layers of Nicaragua and continent contour shape files are from ESRI and mapped with ArcGIS (Arc Map 10Á1, World Map).
We applied Raman microspectroscopy to test for the migration of C-O-H-S volatiles from the melt to the shrinkage bubble that is expected to occur on the basis of magmatic pressure and temperature conditions (Moore et al., 2015; Wallace et al., 2015) . Most bubbles inside MIs resulted from cooling that leads to thermal contraction of the melt (Roedder, 1979; Lowenstern, 1995) , or by volatile exsolution from the melt (Roedder, 1979; Skirius et al., 1990; Anderson & Brown, 1993; Cervantes et al., 2002) . A bubble which was formed strictly in response to equilibrium conditions in the trapped homogeneous melt and saturated in a lowdensity fluid phase after depressurization and cooling was considered a shrinkage bubble (Lowenstern, 1994) . In that case only, the amount of CO 2 from the newlyformed bubble inside the natural MI could have been reintroduced into the total budget of the original MI by applying different approaches (Riker, 2005; Esposito et al., 2011; Hartley et al., 2014; Aster, 2015; Moore et al., 2015; Wallace et al., 2015; Aster et al., 2016; Robidoux et al., 2017) .
The studied olivine phenocrysts frequently contain groups of primary MIs distributed along growth zones (Sobolev & Kostyuk, 1975; Roedder, 1979 ). These th and 17 th centuries. The studied layers SC5C and SC5D are from Escoria Negra ashes and block (ENAB) (Havlicek et al., 2000) . (d) SC11 outcrop represents the block-and-ash (BA) deposit (Havlicek et al., 2000) . Stratigraphic layers are coded in alphabetical order as in Robidoux et al. (2017). inclusions were selected because they trap juvenile melts and, therefore, can hold an authentic shrinkage bubble. The ideal silicate inclusion that contains a shrinkage bubble is thus a closed chemical system and has a glassy texture; it is recognized by its spherical and rounded ellipsoidal shape (no angular borders). Postentrapment daughter crystals and post-entrapment crystallization (PEC) on the MI walls should be avoided, since they can alter the silicate composition (Lowenstern, 1995 and references therein) .
Selecting MIs with representative shrinkage bubbles was very important when performing the textural study (Table 1 ; Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 3). The volume fraction of the bubble relative to the entire glass inclusion needs to be consistent between the analysed inclusions (Anderson & Brown, 1993) , particularly for several inclusions that constitute the same population for multiple olivine hosts. A low volume percentage of the vapour bubble relative to the glass inclusion ((5%) is also an excellent index (Anderson & Brown, 1993; Lowenstern, 1994) .
Sample preparation
The selected olivine crystals were prepared in CrystalBond TM over thin sections. Glasses from MIs were exposed at the olivine surface on one side for analysis by Raman microspectroscopy. The crystal samples on the thin sections were sequentially polished with diamond powder of sizes 6, 3, and 1 mm The same section mounts were carbon coated for SEM analyses. The SEM also allowed photographs of the bubbles to be taken using backscattered-electron imaging (Fig. 3a, c, and d) . Different analyses by electron backscattering (using backscattered secondaryelectron [BSE] imaging) and EDS X-ray scanning were also performed within intersecting bubbles in order to observe and identify the major elements that constitute the minerals formed at the bubble-glass interface.
The sample mounts were put in an ionized-water bath for washing and the crystals were repolished before being prepared for analysis using the 50/50 L nano-SIMS. During this step, the crystals were separated and pressed into indium inside a 25-mm-diameter disk before being washed and repolished by sequentially using diamond powder of sizes 3, 1, and finally 0Á25 mm This cleaning process was essential because carbon contamination from the diamond powder used in nano-SIMS and in the coating used for polishing can interfere with the measurements. Once the surfaces were clean, the nano-SIMS analyses required the crystal surfaces to be coated with gold. After the measurements, the same indium mount containing the samples was transferred from the nano-SIMS device to the EMP device. The olivine crystals were kept on the same indium mounts, the gold coating was washed off and they were repolished by sequentially using diamond powder of sizes 3, 1, and 0Á25 mm before being coated with carbon for the EMPA. In the EMP, EDS images were used to carefully check all areas that might have been affected by ions during the ion-beam bombardments during nano-SIMS measurements ( Fig. 3a-c ).
Raman spectroscopy
The Raman microspectrometer used is a Horiba Jobin Yvon high-resolution HR800 LABRAM at the Laboratorio di spettroscopia MicroRaman in the Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra (DST), University of Torino. The excitation source was a 532 nm green laser, with power at the emission source of 100 mW. Analyses were performed inside shrinkage bubbles (diameter 2 to 20 mm) of unexposed MIs with a confocal setup, with a resulting spot size of 1x1x3 mm (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 1). Instrumental calibration was performed daily based on the position of the silicon main vibration at 521 cm -1 . Spectral accumulations varied from 30 to 180 seconds and a minimum of 2 accumulations per spectrum were recorded (Table 2) . Peak attribution has been made based on our database of reference spectra (e.g. Frezzotti et al., 2012) .
CO 2 density in the bubble
In shrinkage bubbles, CO 2 was revealed by the two characteristic bands of the Fermi doublet at 1285-1290 and 1388-1393 cm , bounded by the hot bands (Fermi, 1931; Wright & Wang, 1973 , 1975 . The position of the two CO 2 Fermi bands was determined by fitting Gaussian/ Lorentzian curves to the Raman spectra with Fityk 0.9.8 free software (Table 2 ). The distance between the Fermi doublet (D) bands shows a positive correlation with the CO 2 fluid density, which can be quantified ( Fig. 5 ) (Wright & Wang, 1973 , 1975 . The error in the peak-fitting procedure was used to estimate the precision of D (cm ; e.g. Rosso & Bodnar, 1995; Kawakami et al., 2003; Yamamoto & Kagi, 2006; Song et al., 2009; Fall et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011) . For San Cristó bal samples, the relation was best suited for application of the Fall et al. (2011) method for which the authors use a similar Raman spectral resolution (600 grating) at controlled temperatures (18-21 C) and peak-fitting functions (Gaussian/Lorentz).
H 2 O presence in the bubble
Liquid water was detected in analyses collected at the bubble-glass border in the 2750-3900 cm -1 spectral region (Table 3 ; Fig. 6 ). The water Raman band observed in several spectra represents the O-H stretching mode of liquid water (Walrafen, 1964 (Walrafen, , 1967 , The Raman spectrum of liquid water was revealed by the isosbestic point at 3460 6 60 cm -1 (Walrafen, 1967) , but in most shrinkage bubbles, overlapping bands were observed, resulting from vibrations of OH groups and H 2 O molecules in glass ($3100-3750 cm -1 ) and in liquid water (cf., Thomas et al., 2006 and references therein) . In order to spectrally resolve the contribution of the liquid water in mixed spectra and reveal its presence along the bubble-glass interface, we applied a multi-peak Gaussian fitting function using OriginPro8 software. After background subtraction, the bands of liquid water and glass water were thus revealed with a double Gaussian fitting function for each spectrum. The multiple Gaussian fitting curve at a maximum of 1825 a.u. of intensity (3460 6 60 cm -1 ) was chosen as the standard for liquid water (cf., Frezzotti et al., 2012) and all other samples were normalized to this value ( Fig. 6a ; Table 4) (sample SC5Cr1f2 to which we attributed a 100% contribution of liquid water).
Nano-SIMS
CO 2 , H 2 O, S and Cl concentrations in glass inclusions from olivine hosts were determined using a Cameca NanoSIMS 50/50 L ion probe at the Carnegie Institution of Science using instrument settings explained in Robidoux et al. (2017) . Sample/mount preparation procedures was also summarised in Hauri et al. (2002) . Results for glass inclusions in this study are listed in Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 2. Intensity area mapping was completed for numerous samples to detect any fractures and contamination (i.e. carbon from remaining diamond powder) in order to improve the choice of nano-SIMS spots. Due to possible textural effects in nano-SIMS imagery, the glass/border association of particular mineral phases and, or, the higher presence of volatiles, was only validated by SEM, EMP, and Raman spectroscopy ( Fig. 3 ; Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 1).
EMPA and LA ICP-MS
Major elements, Cl, and S contents in selected glass inclusions were determined using a JXA-8200 WD/ED combined electron microprobe (EMP; at INGV-Roma). The methodology, with the complete list of inclusions, groundmass glasses, crystals, results and analytical conditions, is summarized in Robidoux et al. (2017) . In the present work, EDS mode was also used with EMPA to take images of the sample surface ( Fig. 3 ) in order to select the glass area with the 'cleanest' surfaces. The concentrations of major oxides in selected MIs, corrected for PEC, from Robidoux et al. (2017) are given in Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 3. The concentrations of trace elements (Cu, Zn, Sc, and Pb) were added from larger MIs (>20 mm in diameter) after being analysed by laser ablation inductively coupled mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) at the Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV), Sezione di Palermo (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 3). The analytical system consisted of an Agilent 7500 CX quadrupole mass spectrometer coupled with an ArF excimer laser ablation system (GeoLas Pro). After cleaning the surface of previous coating using ethanol, the same olivine indium mounts (Nano-SIMS, EMPA) were maintained in a He atmosphere during LA ICP-MS analysis, with a laser output energy of 10 J/cm 2 , a repetition rate of 10 Hz, and a minimum 20 lm diameter circular spot. Errors for trace elements are <0Á01 mg/g. Standards and procedures are explained in Correale et al. (2012) .
RESULTS
Textural characteristics of melt inclusions
In olivine, primary melt inclusions (Roedder, 1984) were observed as zonal clusters, distributed following the growth zones in olivine phenocrysts (cf., Sobolev & Kostyuk, 1975; Roedder, 1979) . They have ellipsoidal to rounded shapes; angular borders caused by olivine crystallization on the cavity walls were not observed. Inclusions have a variable length from 7 to >65 mm and contain bubbles with diameters between 3 and 20 mm Six populations of olivine were identified, which were classified as groups 1 to 6 (G1-G6 in Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 5, with G1 constituting olivines without observed inclusions). They showed distinctive textural characteristics and were defined as forming a specific MI population when textural and morphological parameters were repeatedly observed in a group of MIs (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 5).
About 100 olivine phenocrysts were studied in each of the sampled layers. The fractions of olivines with MIs containing a pure shrinkage bubble and glass (without oxides) in the SC11D, SC5C, SC5D, SC5K, and SC02B layers were 12%, 15%, 19%, 3%, and 4%, respectively; the corresponding fractions of olivines with MIs without a shrinkage bubble were 2%, 3%, <1%, 26%, and 5%, respectively. These findings reveal the eruptive sequence in which shrinkage bubbles most commonly nucleated. In addition, within single olivine crystals, MIs of a single population were of different size for most samples (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendices 1, 3 and 5). At the crystal core, glassy inclusions characterized most of the MI populations, whereas those at the rim were large honey-brown inclusions with dark bubbles. Bubble-bearing inclusions following clustered growth zones frequently appeared at either the rim or the core of phenocrysts within the same MI population.
For each studied layer, the relative proportions of MIs containing oxides were 38%, 36%, 53%, 71% and 86%, respectively. Larger glass inclusions (>30 mm) additionally contained variable amounts of microlites, some identified as clinopyroxene or plagioclase. Daughter olivine growing on the inclusion walls was detected in some inclusions with sizes <30 mm. In those cases, MIs were not selected for analyses. Overall, the vol. % size of trapped vapour bubbles (2-8%), of oxides (10-20%, mostly distributed along inclusion walls) and the distribution pattern of the sealed glass inclusions seems to be one of the most repetitive and distinctive features of MI populations G1 to G6 (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 5). To reconstruct a chronological order of trapping for an MI population (A 1-2-3-etc .), the relative distribution of MIs in the crystal growth zones was considered; i.e. one clustered assemblage of MIs in the olivine core can be considered older than an assemblage located closer to the rim (Table 1 ; Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 1d and e). A single olivine crystal thus can contain more than 3 chronologically distinct MI populations. For studying the volatile contents of juvenile magmas, however, all 31 MIs selected for Raman spectroscopy were primary inclusions of first order (A 1 ) with <10 vol. % vapour bubbles (with exception of SC5Dr1c1).
The systematic characterization of olivine crystals and their inclusions in each layer showed distinct textural characteristics ( 2017), with the exception of SC5Dr1c (13.1 vol. %), the MI populations observed in this study contained similar volume proportions of bubbles, indicating isochoric systems (Roedder, 1984) . Bubble-free MIs (Fig. 4) had extremely variable volatile, major element and forsterite (Fo %) contents, whereas bubble-bearing inclusions with smaller proportions of bubbles relative to inclusion volumes (<5 vol. % bubble) had generally smaller contents of water (H 2 O wt %). In Fig. 4 , MIs having larger bubbles (>5 vol. %) represent H 2 O-CO 2 -rich mafic magmas with higher olivine forsterite contents and lower SiO 2 concentrations (basaltic composition for most), whereas MIs having smaller bubbles (<5 vol. %) represent slightly more differentiated magmas (basaltic andesite composition).
Within the same MI population, bubble-bearing inclusions of known composition (determined by EMPA and nano-SIMS) had similar textural features; e.g. similar colours and morphologies were encountered at the core of olivine crystals. In comparison, MIs observed at the rims of olivines were characterized by angular shapes and honey-brown colours with dark bubbles. Those MIs did not correspond to the typical morphologies for compositional studies. For example, the G4 MI population was identified in this category (heterogeneous with <10 vol. % vapour bubble þ visible oxide), which is generally composed of large MIs (>20 mm) with honey-light brown colour of the glass (Electronic Appendix 1; A H , A X , A R ).
To verify any similarities between the inclusion textural characteristics, three categories of MI are illustrated in Fig. 4 and their chemistries are compared. One MI population was chosen for this comparison based on petrographic arguments only (assemblage order A1). None of the bubble-bearing MIs contained oxides, and they were located at the core of olivine crystals. The data set from Robidoux et al. (2017) is used for comparison in Fig. 4e -h, and a bubble size limit of 5 vol. % applied to identify real shrinkage bubbles (Lowenstern, 1994) . The geochemical parameter values indicate that for most of the layers (Fig. 4e) , the sample groups with compositions corresponding to mafic endmembers (SC5C-D and SC11) also represent shrinkage bubbles with >5 vol. %. This tendency is observed for groups contained in olivine with high forsterite contents in basalts (Fig. 4f and h ). Olivines with MI compositions corrected for PEC do not show correlation between the percentage of olivine added and inclusion categories ( Fig. 4g ; shrinkage bubbles, >5 vol. % bubble MIs, and inclusion-free bubbles). The group of bubble-bearing MI's with olivine hosts rich in MgO (high Fo %) follows the typical shrinkage bubble content of 5 vol. %, whereas olivine crystals having lower Fo % contain MIs with high vol. % bubble proportions.
Raman microspectroscopy study
The results of Raman microspectroscopy analyses are presented in this section for each gaseous, liquid and solid phase contained in MIs (n ¼ 31). The position of spectral bands and determination of peak intensities by fitting Gaussian/Lorentzian curves to the Raman spectra are summarized in Tables 2 and 5 .
CO 2 densities
Only ten of the analysed bubbles withinf glass inclusions in several olivine crystals showed a clear quantifiable Fermi doublet and proved that CO 2 is present in the shrinkage bubble at ambient temperature. The failure to measure the Fermi doublet in the bubbles in many MIs does not exclude presence of CO 2 in the bubbles, since several factors can contribute to the absence of a reliable Raman signal, including a low CO 2 density, the small dimension of the bubbles, and the depth of location of MIs inside the analysed crystal (e.g. >20 mm; Frezzotti et al., 2012 ). Other commonly used densimeter equations (e.g. Kawakami et al., 2003; Song et al., 2009) were not considered, since they are generally applied to high-density CO 2 inclusions (cf., Lamadrid et al., 2017) .
For the series SC02B and SC5K, the Fall et al. (2011) densimeter showed a narrow interval of CO 2 densities for three samples (0Á292-0Á300 g/cm 3 ). From those density measurements and calculated bubble volumes, the highest derived CO 2 mass (4Á36 Â 10 -10 g) was found in inclusion SC02Br5a, which has a bubble larger in size compared to most MIs observed in olivine grains from the same series (3Á12 x10 -8 cm 3 ). Within the series SC5C, one olivine crystal had four out of five MIs with a bubble that could be used to calculate D, resulting in a wide range of CO 2 densities (0Á171-0Á292 g/cm 3 ). Overall, the CO 2 mass ranges between 1Á46 x10 -11 to 6Á94 x10 -12 g. In the SC5D series, two olivine crystals had three out of five MIs with bubbles having measurable Ds and their densities are the highest among all our samples (0Á310 g/cm 3 ). The highest CO 2 mass was found in this series of samples, for bubble SC5Dr3a1 (4Á89x10 -10 g), which is a bubble larger compared to most samples in this study (3Á67x10 -8 cm 3 ). In SC11D, uncertainties remain concerning the presence of CO 2, since no Fermi diad peaks were observed during the Raman analysis.
H 2 O
In only one MI (SC5Cr1f2) the bubble clearly showed a Raman spectrum corresponding to liquid water, OriginPro8 software was used to treat background noise and attribute the water peak signal intensities (I) (a.u.) and centered wavelength value (cm -1 ) with correlation coefficient r 2 and 1r errors.
represented by an isosbestic point of 3474 cm -1 (3460 6 60 cm -1
; Walrafen, 1964 Walrafen, , 1967 . In San Cristó bal samples, the recorded positions for liquid water vary between 3400 and 3474 cm Thomas et al. (2006) . Fitting of overlapping O-H bands, performed by applying the multiplepeaks fitting function in OriginPro8 software is presented in Fig. 6 , with each liquid water peak exceeding the signal background and the bands from the O-H groups in glass water. The liquid water peak with the highest intensity (1825 a.u. at $3474 cm -1 , SD ¼ 6 cm -1 ) was used as a reference standard (Fig. 6a) .
Based on the statistical treatment of spectra, the presence of liquid H 2 O was confirmed in seven shrinkage bubbles (Fig. 6b-d) . The peak intensities appeared to be higher if spectra were collected at the bubbleglass interface (SC02Br5a2, SC5Dr1c2, SC5Dr1c3, SC5Kr5a3, and SC5Kr5a4; Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 1, Table 4 ). In all cases, liquid H 2 O coexists with CO 2 (Table 5) . After using a polynomial function for two Gaussian peaks (liquid water and glass water), the r intensity was below 23 a.u., and the r wavelength was below 16Á6 cm -1 , indicating that the peak-fitting method is generally well suited for the two polynomial Gaussian functions.
(Daughter) mineral phases
Several mineral phase associations (size 1 mm) are present within bubbles ( Fig. 7 ; Table 5 ). The most common mineral phase is magnesite ( Fig. 7c and d) , detected in 17 out of 31 bubbles, seven of which in the presence of CO 2 and 5 with both H 2 O þ CO 2 ( Mineral identification are confirmed with x symbol after background noise signal is treated and mineral intensity peaks are confirmed with Fityk 0.9.8 free software. When a sample is marked with an x(?), it means a noisy spectrum background and low peak intensity makes the identification difficult and x* stands for stable/crystalline magnesite signal.
(MgCO 3 ), downshifting of the main carbonate peaks is indicative of Fe substitution (e.g. Boulard et al., 2012) , suggesting a composition from pure magnesite to Febearing magnesite. The full width at half maximum height (FWHM) of the main carbonate peak at 1090-1094 cm -1 is also variable, and ranges between 8.2 and 29.5 cm -1 indicating variable degrees of crystallinity. Those magnesite crystals having FWHM in the main carbonate band at >20 cm -1 are interpreted as (low-temperature) 'amorphous Mg-carbonates'. Sulfides coexisting with CO 2 (12/23 inclusions), H 2 O (5/23) and/or magnesite (14/23) include chalcopyrite (22/31), marcasite (5/31), and pyrite (3/31). A hydrous sulfate, of kieserite type (MgSO 4 H 2 O), coexists with sulfides in two bubbles ( Fig. 7a and b) .
DISCUSSION
Raman spectra and SEM analyses in naturally cooled bubbles inside MIs in olivine indicate the presence of a complex C-O-H-S fluid system, as revealed by the associations between liquid water, carbon dioxide, carbonates, sulfides and hydrous sulfates at ambient temperature. These findings are consistent with those of Esposito et al. (2016 and references therein) who first reported the presence of liquid water, native sulfur and sulfates in shrinkage bubbles inside reheated and quenched MIs in olivines from Mount SommaVesuvius. Considering that the San Cristó bal MIs were not reheated in the laboratory, they can be used to characterize the natural evolution of C-O-H-S-rich fluids in shrinkage bubbles during the natural cooling that follows an eruption. In the following section, the presence of distinct volatile species is discussed in comparison with their respective roles in magmatic and hydrothermal processes. A conceptual model of shrinkage-bubble evolution during cooling is also presented to explain the presence of precipitated minerals. The observed paragenetic mineral association is finally compared with magmatic hydrothermal mineralization analogs frequently investigated in models of volcanicrelated copper deposits.
Raman-calculated C-O-H fluid compositions
Inside the bubbles, the CO 2 Raman-calculated density varied from 0Á171 to 0Á310 g/cm 3 with derived masses between 1Á4 Â 10 -11 and 6Á8 Â 10 -9 g. The re-estimated bulk CO 2 mass in the inclusion varied between 2Á23 and 4Á10 Â 10 -9 g. In total, between 39% and 68% of the CO 2 estimated mass had been lost from the original MI to the shrinkage bubble. In SC11D inclusions, where CO 2 Fermi diads were not detected during the Raman analysis, the processing steps of the IGL method calculated 29-42% CO 2 loss (Table 3 ). In the IGL method, the bubble environment is considered as an ideal closed vapour H 2 O-CO 2 system, where volatiles have already diffused from the glass to the shrinkage bubble during cooling. Based on this assumption, the mass of CO 2 within inclusion bubbles can be converted into the number of moles estimated using the IGL method (PV ¼ nRT) (Robidoux, 2016) . Considering only corrected CO 2 contents validated by both IGL and Raman spectroscopy data, these values were 3-to 15-fold higher in inclusions with shrinkage bubbles compared to bubble-free inclusions. Such a difference would be dramatic when estimating the entire dissolved magmatic CO 2 budget of individual eruptive events. For example, the maximum CO 2 mass budget for the San Cristó bal eruption of 1976 would be of about 8550 tons if Raman-corrected inclusions with a shrinkage bubble were found in 100% of the olivine crystals. In contrast, glass inclusions (with or without a shrinkage bubble) that are not corrected represent a minimum CO 2 budget of 350 tons (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 4; Robidoux et al., 2015a) .
In melt inclusions, the formation of shrinkage bubbles (Lowenstern, 2015 and references therein) is well known to affect CO 2 diffusion, but this process is insufficient to explain the significant loss of CO 2 at San Cristó bal in all populations of inclusions. A significant CO 2 loss was also found in MIs analysed by Robidoux et al. (2017) , where bubble-free inclusions (17-406 mg/g in 20 of the 41 samples) do not even match the IGL and/ or the Raman-corrected CO 2 contents of bubble-bearing inclusions (718-1889 mg/g in five of the 41 samples). Neither do they exceed their uncorrected original contents (<71-527 mg/g CO 2 ) (Fig. 8a) . This means that for a large number of inclusions, independent of textural characteristics and population, CO 2 was already lost to the vapour phase and escaped the magma reservoir before entrapping processes occurred (Mé trich & Wallace, 2008) . This is clearly supported by the clear differences in lost H 2 O, CO 2 , S, and Cl (>26%, >60%, >34% and >11%, respectively) between basaltic and basaltic andesitic MIs with shrinkage bubbles. This latter result demonstrates that during fractional crystallization, preentrapment processes already control the most substantial proportion of volatile loss.
The values obtained using the model with the IGLcorrected CO 2 mass did not always match those calculated from Raman densimeters. However, the small number of Raman analyses that matched nano-SIMS data for the same inclusions made it impossible to provide a definitive explanation based on quantitative evaluation of data reproducibility, at least for volatile contents from nano-SIMS analysis (e.g. Aster et al., 2016) . Other than methodological considerations, inconsistencies in calculated CO 2 masses (Table 3) could be due to several natural processes: (1) part of the carbon dioxide reacted to form carbonates along the bubble walls at sub-magmatic temperatures, lowering CO 2 density (e.g. Kamenetsky, 2001 Kamenetsky, , 2007 ; (2) the fluid chemistry of each bubble environment is more complex than an ideal CO 2 -H 2 O gas mixture as modeled by IGL. The latter process is supported by the presence of sulfur (e.g. sulfides and sulfates in bubbles; Fig. 7 , Table 5 ) that may additionally affect the modeled mass fraction of each volatile species in the vapour-fluid mixture (Fig. 8) . Sulfur is undoubtedly an additional essential constituent migrating from the melt (see the previous section and Esposito et al., 2016) .
Liquid water inside the shrinkage bubble and MI water loss
Liquid water Raman peaks are present at the bubbleglass interface of natural glass inclusions at ambient temperatures, which supports water being present inside the bubble (Lowenstern et al., 1991; Yang & Scott, 1996; Kamenetsky et al., 2001 Kamenetsky et al., , 2002 Robidoux et al., 2015b; Esposito et al., 2016) . Liquid water peaks were detected in seven bubbles (Table 4) , and their intensities appeared to be higher if spectra were collected at the bubble-glass interface (SC02Br5a2, SC5Dr1c2, SC5Dr1c3, SC5Kr5a3, and SC5Kr5a4; Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 1, Table 4 ). It is possible that the thin film of liquid water present at the bubble-glass interface results from H 2 O-CO 2 immiscibility from a high-temperature homogeneous C-O-H fluid on cooling. However, many uncertainties remain regarding the size of the water annulus inside the bubble, since it cannot be visualized using the available analytical instruments .
The mass of water present in the seven investigated bubbles represents only 0Á5-3Á0% of the total water mass in the glass (Table 3 ). These observations suggest that a water content ranging from only <0Á1% to 0Á3% could have been reintroduced into the MIs of San Cristó bal by the IGL method (Table 3) . This is a particularly small amount of water for any bubble that may be formed by PEC (Steele-MacInnis et al., 2011) and is not relevant compared to the panoply of known physicochemical processes inducing water loss from the glass (cf., Roedder, 1984; Qin et al., 1992; Danyushevsky et al., 2002; Baker et al., 2005; Zhang, 2010; Chen et al., 2011; Gaetani et al., 2012; Bucholz et al., 2013; Hartley et al., 2015 and references therein) . For naturally cooled and quenched inclusions containing a shrinkage bubble, the decreasing internal pressure along with dehydration during cooling may explain some of the substantial water loss (Fig. 9a, b, and d) . This alternative explanation to the process of water loss is supported by experimental rehydrated and homogenized MIs (Sobolev & Danyushevsky, 1994) . The H 2 O-CO 2 correlation and the dependence on bubble expansion reflect the internal pressure inside the silicate melt increasing with hydration of the inclusion (e.g. Mironov et al., 2015) .
The above considerations indicate that the problem of the low water content of MIs is not resolved for San Cristó bal, because the naturally quenched MIs could represent partially trapped degassed melts. MIs could even be affected by deep-to-shallow carbon dioxide fluxing in the plumbing system (Blundy et al., 2010) , considering the high CO 2 /S values measured at the central crater, but some uncertainties remain regarding the dispersion of the volatile data from the MIs, as illustrated in Fig. 8a and b (Aiuppa et al., 2014; Robidoux et al., 2017) . Correction factors are, therefore, necessary, but they do not produce an accurate calculated water content for inclusions from San Cristó bal (Fig. 8) . By using the highest H 2 O/K 2 O values of the most primitive inclusions (Sadofsky et al., 2008; Johnson et al., 2010; Aster et al., 2016) , the relative water content lost by pure degassing (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 3), induced crystallization, carbon dioxide fluxes, or H þ diffusion can be accurately quantified at San Cristó bal. For example, the most mafic and volatile-rich inclusion without a shrinkage bubble (SC11D1a; H 2 O/K 2 O ¼ 9) had an excessive water content (>9Á0 wt %), while for the least-differentiated MI with a shrinkage bubble (SC11Dr1i; H 2 O/K 2 O ¼ 5Á5) the water content shifted from initially Raman-corrected Fig. 9g) shows the maximum arbitrarily chosen 5 vol. % typical shrinkage bubbles (Lowenstern, 1994) . (a) Temperature, (b) pressure, (c) sulfur, S-saturation with green (basalt) and orange (basaltic andesite) coloured horizontal bars representing the estimated sulfur content (mg/g) for sulfur undersaturated primitive magmas calculated using the equation of Fortin et al. (2015) . (Note: none of the basalt andesites are S-saturated, but basalt MIs samples SC5Cr6, SC11Dr1d-g-h-I are S-saturated.) Grey vertical bars show the estimated sulfur excess (mg/g) from natural melt inclusions and possible residual sulfide (Electronic Appendix 3, 4), (d) Water, Mironov et al. (2015) experimental data on Bulochka volcano with arrow pointing in the direction of experimental heating, (e) Chlorine, with most data within analytical errors (no correlation, but 60% diffusion between minimum and maximum values), (f) Carbon dioxide (0-5000 mg/g), with CO 2 corrected-Raman samples represented by purple circles, (g) Carbon dioxide (0-700 mg/g), (h) Copper, (i) Zinc. See also legend in Fig. 8 .
CO 2 MIs to 2Á2-5Á5 wt % H 2 O, which is consistent with typical volcanic arc magma water contents (n ¼ 3; Fig. 8a and b; Plank et al., 2013 and references therein) . Only part of the corrected water budgets thus conform with degassing trends in several CAVA samples, including similar openvent degassing/active stratovolcanoes that were also corrected for CO 2 , such as Fuego (Moore et al., 2015) .
Consequently, in a classic diagram of CO 2 vs H 2 O (Fig. 8a) , applying solubility models with the uncorrected water content (2Á1 wt % H 2 O) but Raman-corrected MIs for CO 2 (SC5k3Gb; 1889 mg/g) artificially shifted the degassing paths to >75 mol % CO 2 from the ideal path initiated by the most-primitive MI (SC11D1a; 3Á3 wt % H 2 O; Robidoux et al., 2017) . If this trend is realistic, the Raman-corrected samples for CO 2 at San Cristó bal in Fig. 8a linearly follow the experimental data for MIs from Bulochka tephra, where bubbles undergo hightemperature dehydration (Mironov et al., 2015 ) (e.g. Fig.  10d ). In multiple volatile plots (CO 2 /S vs H 2 O/Cl; Fig. 8b ), a high degree of scattering of Raman-corrected CO 2 values is observed outside of the typical compositional fields of CAVA MIs (Robidoux et al., 2017) . Of these data, two water-corrected values (triangles in Fig. 8 ) were consistent with other compositional fields from the volcanic arc despite uncertainties about the amount of water lost by diffusion. In addition, the major volatile contents from uncorrected bubble-bearing inclusions overlap with values from bubble-free inclusions. This means that CO 2 corrections are incomplete without taking into account all H 2 O-S-Cl corrections, and particularly H þ diffusion ( Fig. 8a and b ). It could be argued that San Cristó bal MIs with Raman-corrected CO 2 values should be considered as a group of inclusions trapped under different conditions. However, those bubble-bearing inclusions were observed in the same MI population together with bubble-free inclusions (Table 1 ; Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 1; Fig. 4 ). This is particularly important given that some doubts persist about why H þ diffusion affects some MIs, but not others in the same group of MIs in the core of a single olivine (Danyushevsky et al., 2002) . From data sets compiled with bubble-free MI in Robidoux et al. (2017) by comparing shrinkage bubbles of inclusions classified into the same group (three pairs of comparable MIs), for the small amount of chemical data available (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 3), the water content vs bubble diameter parameters are very similar in each MI population (except for the different bubble sizes of SC5Kr1a and SC5Kr1b). However, there is a general tendency for higher H þ diffusion (lower water content) in smaller shrinkage bubbles, and similarly, although to a lesser extent, in larger inclusions in comparison with bubble-free MI (e.g. Fig. 4a ; Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 3). Because only oxide-free MIs located at the core of olivine phenocrysts were analysed, the present results do not provide evidence that H þ diffusion or PEC (% Ol added) change within the same MI population. Instead, according to chemical parameters and bubble vol. %, melt compositions vary between MIs in different crystals, and there are correlations with the shrinkage bubble, inclusion size, morphology, and water content (Fig. 4) . One hypothesis is that the contact surface area of the bubble-glass interface plays a role by enhancing diffusion effects during bubble formation and later PEC effects.
A new model for the formation of a shrinkage bubble
The complex association of fluid and solid phases detected in melt inclusion bubbles suggests that two central questions need to be addressed when considering the mechanisms underlying the nature of fluids trapped inside a shrinkage bubble (Fig. 11): (1) Is the shrinkage bubble dominated by carbon dioxide and progressively filled by other volatiles via diffusion processes, leading to C-O-H-S fluid-glass interactions (Fig.  11a) ? (2) Does a shrinkage bubble result from both melt contraction and the exsolution of C-O-H-S volatiles due to the decrease in pressure after melt droplets are trapped as inclusions (Fig. 11b) ?
One way to determine the mechanisms underlying bubble formation at San Cristó bal is to evaluate the relationships between intensive primary thermodynamic properties from the inclusion and the relative bubble/ inclusion volume ratio (Figs 4 and 9) . Those intensive variables are the crystallization temperature (i.e. MI trapping), the pressure, composition of volatiles and the concentration of major elements in the silicate melt (Fig. 4) , which can all be derived from nano-SIMS and EMP analysis of glass inclusions. The first distinctive observation comes from the water content at San Cristó bal that decreases linearly with the relative bubble/inclusion volume (Fig. 9d) , previously described as a dehydration effect during the natural cooling of MIs (Mironov et al., 2015) . A particularly interesting observation is that MIs containing a pure shrinkage bubble (in five of ten samples) closely follow an inverse isothermal hydration trend (1150-1200 C) (Figs 8a, b, and 9d), except for bubbles with sizes >4 vol. % (mostly basalts; in the other five samples). Bubble-bearing inclusions that respect those conditions also have basaltic composition and their olivine-hosts have high forsterite contents (Fig. 4e, g, and h ). Larger bubble inclusions do not linearly follow the previous trends, so we suspect that they do not conform to the criteria for classification as pure shrinkage bubbles (e.g. Lowenstern, 1994) . Otherwise, all MI bubbles had vol. % falling within the pure shrinkage bubble categories of the Moore et al. (2015) model (supplementary calculator), despite very few correspondences between measurements and theoretical vol. % data and few inclusion samples that have the correct input parameters (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 3).
There is a difference in the vol. % of the shrinkage bubble between basaltic and basaltic andesite MIs. There are also distinct carbon dioxide contents lost between inclusions of different composition, with basaltic and basaltic andesitic MIs losing 41% and 80% CO 2 , respectively ( Fig. 9f and g ). If the melt-vapour equilibrium is maintained during eruptive cooling (Lowenstern, 1994 (Lowenstern, , 1995 , the variations in the volume percentage of the shrinkage bubble may be explained by differences in crystal-melt-host contractions that would induce variable bubble expansion (Riker, 2005; Aster, 2015) . We thus suggest that the mechanism underlying bubble expansion can vary depending on melt composition and fluid density (e.g. P-T conditions, and rate of post-entrapment cooling (Lowenstern, 1995; Danyushevsky et al., 2002) . Fig. 9a and b show that this hypothesis applies particularly well to the smallest shrinkage bubbles of San Cristó bal, but not to those MIs following isochoric trends or approaching the critical bubble proportion of 5 vol. % (Lowenstern, 1994) . Otherwise, during eruptive cooling (e.g. Aster et al., 2016) , when San Cristó bal MIs reached the glass transition temperature (479-527 C; Fig. 10 , Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 4), bubbles may have expanded slightly for one last time before being Fig. 10 . Temperature proxies of bubble cooling environment in naturally quenched melt inclusions at San Cristó bal. Closure temperatures (Tc) for water diffusion are illustrated with orange rectangles and the respective SD ( C) error bars (including estimated temperatures for their minimum, average and maximum activation energy, using the equation of Zhang & Stolper, 1991) . Closure temperatures for CO 2 diffusion are estimated with a modified equation from Watson (1991) as in Robidoux (2016) . Glassy inclusions (dark blue rectangle) and MIs with bubble samples (light blue rectangle) from Robidoux et al. (2017) are shown with their equilibrium olivine crystallization temperature, assumed as trapping temperature (equation 16 in Putirka, 2008) . Glass transition temperatures (glass contraction) calculated in Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 4 are shown with rectangles for basalts (green) and basaltic andesites (dark orange) (Giordano et al., 2005) . Mineral temperature stability intervals (dashed colour lines) and central plume temperatures (grey rectangle) are indicated with their references. quenched (Anderson & Brown, 1993) . During this final process, differences in the extent of bubble expansion depend on the cooling rate (Lowenstern, 1994) and the glass transition temperatures linked to the remaining dissolved water content (Figs 9 and 10) (Giordano et al., 2005) . We therefore propose that the bubble volume percentage varies with the magnitude of the difference in the thermal expansivities of the crystal host and melt upon cooling (Roedder, 1979; Lowenstern, 1994 Lowenstern, , 1995 . If doubts remain about whether a bubble is a shrinkage bubble, some other factors may have been involved in their formation. For example, Steele-MacInnis et al. (2011) showed that PEC certainly drives the formation of bubbles, because the minerals crystallizing at the wall of the MI will always have a higher density than the trapped melt. In addition, H þ loss via diffusion can also cause the formation of a bubble (Bucholz et al., 2013) , as can melt leaking after MI formation (Lowenstern, 1995) . These assumptions are not fully supported by the present dataset, because, for any bubble vol. %, no correlation exists with water content (e.g. water loss with diffusion) and the percentage of olivine added for PEC (Fig. 4f) .
Sulfur and chlorine species dissolved in the melt behave differently from the strongly pressure-dependent H 2 O-CO 2 pair, as indicated by their contents being enriched by 94 and 60% with the bubble vol. %, respectively. This is partially reflected in the experimental datasets of Mironov et al. (2015) (Fig. 9c and e) and implies that the bubble-inclusion interface plays a significant role in the C-O-H-S-Cl chemistry due to bubble-glass interactions. For example, does bubble nucleation act on the silicate melt density by decreasing the pressuredependent volatile bonds in the silicate melt and favoring higher S-Cl solubility? Also, could larger bubbles increase the surface area in contact for the reaction during natural glass dehydration (Anderson, 1991) and favour condensation of liquid water at low temperatures (Figs 10 and 11)? Correlating the sulfur and chlorine contents is not straightforward based on literature data and the chlorine glass concentration is not modified; that is, it remains within the EMP analytical error. Indeed, basalts may contain residual sulfides, notably when sulfur contents decrease in the melt (e.g. Mironov et al., 2015) .
For the case of sulfur, one question is whether the formation of sulfide/sulfate phases inside the bubble depends on the volumetric expansion of bubbles. Sulfides and sulfates are detected in bubbles from different inclusions, and basaltic glass inclusions often show evidence of sulfide precipitation (Table 5 ). For example, MIs SC11Dr1b and SC11Dr1g in Fig. 9 contained chalcopyrite (Cpy) at the bubble-glass interface, as did 11 bubbles in 14 inclusions of the basaltic series (SC5C and SC11D series). The SEM images in Fig. 3 clearly show the presence of Cpy crystals in bubbles SC5Cr1a, SC5Cr1b, and SC11Dr1g, and also support the hypothesis of sulfide/sulfate precipitation. Those MIs with Cpy inside bubbles also correspond to more significant bubble vol. % where sulfur saturation levels are reached (Fig.   9d) . Variations in the sulfur content in bubbles >4Á0 vol. % in the natural inclusion system of San Cristó bal correspond to sulfur saturation of basaltic MIs, similar to any other volatiles. We thus suggest that the smaller volume percentage of bubbles in basaltic andesitic MIs having a lower sulfur content may just reflect the decrease of sulfur due to degassing during magma differentiation before MI trapping; during post-entrapment, there is a sufficient amount of sulfur at the bubble-glass interfaces to form sulfide/sulfate minerals at low temperatures, which possibly may reflect residual sulphide precipitation as in Mironov et al. (2015) (Fig. 9c) .
The above hypotheses, however, do not explain how volatiles migrate into the bubble, and hence further consideration of the mechanisms underlying the formation of vapour bubbles is necessary. The physical models proposed in the literature suggest that a bubble can nucleate due to isochoric cooling of a trapped homogeneous liquid, which later causes depressurization resulting in the exsolution of a low-density fluid phase inside the inclusion (Lowenstern, 1995, 2001) (cf. Figs 4 and 9) . At San Cristó bal, this holds well for shrinkage bubbles with variable sizes from 0Á9 to 2Á8 vol. %; note that typical shrinkage bubbles are 0Á2-5Á0 vol. % (Lowenstern, 1994 ). An additional process affecting bubble chemistry is then needed to explain the presence of C-O-H-S fluid and solid phases (Kamenetsky et al., 2001 . Mineral precipitation could be explained by greater hydration of the glass (Lowenstern, 1995) and elemental diffusion when the bubble ceased to expand at the glass transition temperature. The San Cristó bal data could support this dynamic process considering that the pyrite-chalcopyrite precipitation temperature range (500-700 C; Fig. 10 ) overlaps with glass quenching temperatures (<530 C) (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 4).
Two processes (Fig. 11a and b ) are plausible at San Cristó bal for explaining the C-O-H-S volatile migration in the inclusions with larger bubble sizes (3Á5-7Á6 vol. %), which are mostly basaltic (c.f., Figs 4h and 9): (1) fluids fractionated from the trapped melt and (2) the presence of immiscible S-rich liquids. Identifying the right process is critical to understanding how the early Mg-, Fe-and Cu-rich minerals and fluids are formed and isolated inside some inclusions. One way to study this phenomenon is to explore the processes leading to mineral precipitation upon post-entrapment/post-eruptive cooling inside vapour bubbles (Fig. 10) by analogy with hydrothermal and magmatic metal/mineral ore deposits.
Evolution of magmatic C-O-H-S fluids upon cooling inside the shrinkage bubbles of MIs
In naturally quenched inclusions, the cooling history of the shrinkage bubble can be traced back from magmatic to ambient pressure and temperature conditions, whereas in re-heated MIs, volatile diffusion can be induced by homogenization experiments at magmatic temperatures (e.g. Massare et al., 2002; Bodnar & Student, 2006; Esposito, 2012) . Thus, in order to investigate the early chemical evolution at high temperatures of the C-O-H-S fluid system in shrinkage bubbles of primary MIs at San Cristó bal, we considered the relationships between equilibrium temperatures and mineral parageneses identified with Raman microspectroscopy, SEM and EDS. To roughly estimate original magmatic temperatures, the olivine-liquid equilibrium geothermometer of Putirka (2008) C in the cooling model of the present study (Fig. 10) . Bubble nucleation and contraction are calculated between 479-527 C (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 4; Giordano et al., 2005) , assuming that volatiles are continuously diffusing from the melt. The closure temperature for elemental diffusion during typical cooling of magmatic systems is probably the best proxy for tracking the limits of these processes (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 4) (e.g. Dodson, 1973) , because it indicates the temperature at which a volatile phase (i.e. CO 2 or H 2 O) stops diffusing in the MI (Fig. 10) . The temperatures for CO 2 diffusion are given in Table 3 and Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 4, from which, despite a low precision, it can be proposed that the temperature ranges for CO 2 migration lie in the interval between 447 and 774 C, which are markedly higher than the water minimum temperature calculated at 270 C. Regarding the mineral equilibrium assemblages in the samples of San Cristó bal (Fig. 7, Table 5 ), a C-O-H-S vapour, or supercritical fluid phase could have been present before any solids were precipitated. The data discussed above indicate that the fluid composition in a C-O-H system would correspond to 32-71 mol % CO 2 and 29-68 mol % H 2 O, depending on the inclusion. Sulfur could also have been present at this stage because it partitions strongly into C-H-O-S-Cl fluid(s) at various pressures, temperatures and melt compositions (Webster & Botcharnikov, 2011) . However, additional experimental studies are required to constrain the sulfur diffusion coefficient from basaltic glasses Freda et al., 2005) in order to estimate the mole fraction of sulfur species in the vapour (e.g. Esposito et al., 2016) and the closure temperature.
Inside the shrinkage bubbles, the presence of pyrite implies precipitation conditions, probably involving H 2 S, at maximum temperatures of $400-742 C (Fig. 10 ) (Power & Fine, 1976; Lusk & Bray, 2002) . Chalcopyrite was also detected at the bubble-glass rim (22 of the 31 samples) (SC02Br3; Fig. 3a-c) , which should have precipitated at temperatures <568 C (Fig. 10 ) (Lusk & Bray, 2002) . Cpy solubility decreases rapidly from 400 to 250 C (Crerar & Barnes, 1976) , which are typical temperatures in a cooling magmatic-hydrothermal system (Wilkinson, 2013) . Cpy was even detected with kieserite (MgSO 4 H 2 O), which means that elemental copper and iron coexist with carbon dioxide, water, and sulfur species in the same bubble in magmatic, hydrothermal and ambient thermal conditions (Figs 10, 11a and b; Table  5 ). The presence of coexisting sulfates and sulfides in some bubbles provides evidence of H 2 S and SO 4 2-in the fluid, which might indicate SO 2 disproportionation at deeper crustal levels (Rye, 2005) (Table 5) .
Pyrite and chalcopyrite precipitation inside the fluid environment of the shrinkage bubble requires a significant drop in temperature after eruptive cooling down to the fluctuating conditions of the shallow plumbing system (105-582 C; Fig. 10 ). The temperatures inside the San Cristó bal crater are ideal for dissolving and transporting iron and copper in the conduit, as reflected by the presence of 18 mg/g Fe and 0Á6 mg/g Cu in fumarole condensates, but this is particularly critical for concentrating ligands such as Cl -and SO 4 2-(9000-10 500 and 1240-1480 mg/g, respectively) (Gemmell, 1987) . Metals such as copper and iron may be preferentially removed from the magma to the gas phase as metal halides in these open systems (Weast & Astle, 1984; Gemmell, 1987) . Alternatively, some recent models imply that deep CO 2 fluxing would efficiently change the stability of the (copper) metal complex and reduce its solubility in the water vapour before being transported (van Hinsberg et al., 2016) . The hypothesis of CO 2 fluxing may be supported by the major volatile contents in our MI data ( Fig. 8a and b) .
Chlorine could act as a transporting agent for metals, because partition coefficients at San Cristó bal indicate it is preferentially transferred to fluid phases. The estimated diffusivity of chlorine (D Cl ) is 6Á1-7Á1 cm 2 /s, which is close to the reported values for experimental aqueous vapour/basaltic melts of 1 and 6 cm 2 /s at 2 kbar and 1100 C (Webster, 1992; Stelling et al., 2008) . Chlorine plays a critical role in shallow open-system degassing in the transport of major elements (Weast & Astle, 1984; Gemmell, 1987) , but its detection and concentration in the bubble environment is uncertain (melt-dissolved Cl increased by 60% with bubble size in parallel with the S and Cu contents; Fig. 8h ). Halite crystals and Cl-rich alumino-silicate phases were previously observed at the bubble-glass interfaces in bubbles from MIs of MORB volcanic systems (Kamenetsky et al., 2001 . Conversely, at San Cristó bal, halides have not been detected inside bubbles by BSE imaging. In addition, halogen ionic bonds are very weakly Raman active, which might have prevented their detection (Burke, 2001; Frezzotti et al., 2012) . The amount of chlorine inside the bubble is thus unconstrained and should be further investigated under these conditions, as for some vapour-dominant fluid inclusions (Seo et al., 2009 ), sulfur might turn out to be the principal metaltransporting ligand, but in this case inside CO 2 -rich vapour bubbles.
The final cooling stages of the shrinkage bubble correspond to the lowest hydrothermal temperatures (<250 C). It was not surprising to find disordered Fe-bearing magnesite formed under low-temperature conditions in bubbles often along with CO 2 (in 12 samples). Liquid water was also found with magnesite (in five samples), meaning that precipitation of magnesium carbonate at low temperatures (<350 C) could occur in aqueous fluids (Mackenzie et al., 1983) . Magnesite could be interpreted here as a result of an Mg precipitation reaction with CO 2 in the fluid, or by precipitating from an aqueous phase, such as Mg 2þ with CO 3 2-at low temperatures (Table 5) . Magnesite can form at $200-300 C by hydrothermal dissolution in certain ore deposits (Oskierski et al., 2013) , but also at ambient temperatures as demonstrated by experimental studies in aqueous solutions (Ki et al., 1973) . Aqueous fluids undoubtedly represent the main reactive agents at such low-temperature conditions. The presence of a hydrous Mg sulfate in 2 of the 31 samples supports that hydrothermal reactions also involved sulfur, and confirms that a C-O-H-S fluid system evolves in shrinkage bubbles of MIs over the whole cooling history of MIs to ambient conditions. Shrinkage bubbles: bridging the gap from volcanology to ore-deposit formation
The present results outline a significant role played by sulfur, in addition to chlorine (Kamenetsky et al., 2001 , in copper transport by fluids exsolved from mafic magmas (Pokrovski et al., 2008; Seo et al., 2009) . A comparison with magmatic hydrothermal coppermineralization models is thus proposed here to explain the paragenetic mineral sequence found inside the bubble environment of San Cristó bal MIs, although the timescales for cooling high-temperature MIs and hydrothermal deposits are distinctly different. MI systems are quenched over extremely short timescales (from a fraction of a second to a few hours), whereas the cooling systems for water-air interactions in hydrothermal deposits are prolonged and cyclic. Further, in MIs, temperatures decrease linearly, while in hydrothermal systems they fluctuate.
Present data suggest that copper might be soluble inside the closed bubble environment and preferentially partition into an immiscible, saturated magmatic fluid. Fluid immiscibility (coexisting gaseous and liquid phases) from the melt may occur during nucleation of the inclusion bubble (i.e. representing a first transport step). However, how can this happen? During the first stage of bubble formation inside the MIs, if vapour predominates, the transport analogy with vapourdominant systems could be reflected in several magmatic and genetic models of porphyry copper deposits (e.g. Sawkins & Scherkenbach, 1981; Lowenstern et al., 1991; Heinrich et al., 1992 Heinrich et al., , 1999 Bodnar, 1995 , Williams-Jones & Heinrich, 2005 Sillitoe, 2010) . This idea is supported experimentally by fluid-inclusion immiscibility processes (e.g. boiling) (Heinrich et al., 1992 (Heinrich et al., , 1999 Audé tat et al., 1998) . If the bubble represents a CO 2 -rich microenvironment (only in four of 13 MI samples used for IGL corrections), the conditions favor a homogeneous fluid during bubble nucleation, but with our previous conceptual model (Fig. 11) we showed that the occurrence of copper deposition depends firstly on the (possibility of) fluid/melt immiscibility and postentrapment liquid interactions at the bubble-glass interface (Fig. 11) .
It is challenging to reconstruct the C-O-H-S-Cl fluid system and metal (Cu) transport at near-magmatic temperatures and upon cooling. The unusual enrichment of Cu along the bubble walls at San Cristó bal could be due to fluid saturation occurring in the immiscible fluid trapped with melts after decompression and, or, crystallization from mafic melts. This well agrees with basaltic MIs having high Fo contents (series SC11, SC5c-D; Fig.  4g and h). At higher pressures (>90 MPa) (Robidoux et al., 2017) , sulfide liquid saturation would also be a plausible mechanism to concentrate sulfur and chalcophile elements in the fluid, since it is already supplied by a mafic sulfur-rich melt (e.g. Hattori & Keith, 2001 ) (MI composition of SC11Dr1g of 2532 6 10 mg/g by nano-SIMS) (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 3). Below magmatic temperatures, within the hydrothermal fluid context, it is also possible that copper precipitates in the water from the bubble environment, but an analogy with metal-rich hydrothermal fluid requires geological knowledge of the whole magma feeding system; e.g. magmatic mixing of two endmembers with different compositions (Zellmer et al., 2015; Wilkinson, 2013) , or the injection of mafic and chalcophile-rich magma into a shallow felsic magma in the crust, which could transfer base metals from a magmatic volatile phase (e.g. Merapi; Nadeau et al., 2010) .
Another mechanism to form sulfur-rich melt phases (e.g. Ebel & Naldrett, 1997; Kamenetsky & Kamenetsky, 2010; Barnes & Ripley, 2016 ) is based on the low modeled saturation limit for sulfur estimated in basaltic glass of bubble-bearing inclusions from San Cristó bal (1662 mg/g S; Fig. 9c ) using the equation of Fortin et al. (2015) (Supplementary Data Electronic Appendix 4). Those saturation limits are lower than the measured sulfur content from the inclusion, which, therefore, supports this idea. It is particularly interesting that this mechanism is not typical of shrinkage bubbles in basaltic andesites, but instead is associated with larger fluid bubbles in basaltic MIs (Figs 4h and 9c) .
Larger bubbles are likely to be formed by melt/fluid immiscibility processes, but this still does not explain why sulfides and sulfates formed at the bubble-glass interface in MIs of different populations (Fig. 4) . Also, copper-and iron-sulfides were observed in bubbles of variable size (even pure shrinkage bubbles), independent of glass composition and bubble volume percentage (Fig.  9a) . Thus, sulfur-and copper-rich mineralization does not necessarily require fluid immiscibility processes, and further petrographic evidence is required for invoking the separation of S-immiscible, Cu-Fe-rich sulfide fluids from the trapped melt inside the inclusion.
Sulfur enrichment definitively increases (by 94%) with bubble volume percentage, temperature (Fig. 11a) , and chlorine and copper abundance (Fig. 9c, e, and h ) (Seo et al., 2009) , all related to their solubility in less differentiated basaltic melts. Sulfur contents are also inversely related to pressure (Fig. 9b) and CO 2 content ( Fig. 9f and g ). These correlated variables at hightemperature trapping conditions (1100 C) support the findings of recent experiments on high copper magma diffusivity (D Cu ) at >1300 C (Ni & Zhang, 2016) , where D Cu is generally higher than D S -D Cl , but smaller than D H2O . In contrast, Zn (which is also chalcophile) is preferentially concentrated in differentiated MIs with a higher bubble volume percentage, implying that metal diffusion and speciation in a silicate melt is an even more complex issue during bubble formation (Fig. 9d  and i) . To tentatively explain the correlation of intensive variables illustrated in Fig. 9 , we propose that the effect of bubble size on metal/volatile solubility and diffusion instead contributes to post-entrapment cation exchange for melt or aqueous S-Cl-rich fluids, similarly to what is observed in the chemical evolution of mixed melt-fluid inclusions (Zajacz & Halter, 2009 and references therein) . We consequently propose that metal transport and S-Cl ligands are controlled by the surface contact area of the bubble-glass interface (i.e. proportional to the bubble volume percentage) and the presence of liquid water (glass hydration) during and after eruptive cooling. Additionally, chemical reactions between volatiles in the vapour and the dissolved major species in water (or a CO 2 -rich fluid) occur over a temperature interval inside the shrinkage bubble during cooling (Kamenetsky et al., 2007) .
Therefore, the data from the San Cristó bal samples indicate that both gas and liquid are phases that remain in the bubble system and that may participate to form characteristic mineral parageneses. Some distinction can be made between eruptions, depending on the preeruptive to post-eruptive cooling conditions of the olivine hosts. For example, carbonates and Cpy coexist in larger vapour bubbles in basaltic MIs, whereas generally they are not observed in typically small shrinkage bubbles in basaltic andesites (Table 5 ). This suggests that during bubble contraction of basaltic andesitic MIs (500-527 C), SO 4 2-in C-O-H-S vapour/fluid can precipitate as sulfates, whereas in basalts, CO 3 2-anions can form magnesite (<350 C). The discovery of an aqueous component in the natural environment of shrinkage bubbles is an important finding, since it probably preserves the earliest and most-primitive stages of fluidrock interaction in the crystallization history of an igneous body. This finding can thus provide additional information on the magmatic processes responsible for CuFe sulfur mineralization in porphyry copper environments and complement data from studies of fluid inclusions (Shinohara et al., 1995; Heinrich et al., 1999; Williams-Jones & Heinrich, 2005; Audé tat et al., 2008) .
CONCLUSIONS
The combined application of high-precision Raman microspectroscopy and BSE imaging has revealed the complex C-O-H-S fluid system present in shrinkage bubbles of naturally quenched MIs at San Cristó bal volcano. An extensive petrographic classification of MI texture and a revision of their composition (EMPA, nano-SIMS, and LA-ICP-MS) was necessary to construct a conceptual fluid/melt model of C-O-H-S migration from the inclusion to the bubble, from pre-eruptive to posteruptive cooling. The main conclusions are as follows:
1. Liquid water has been detected coexisting with gaseous carbon dioxide inside natural shrinkage bubbles for the first time in naturally quenched inclusions (in seven of the 31 MIs). Combined with the findings of previous studies and references therein), these results have been used to recalculate the total CO 2 contents of trapped MIs and improve geobarometers (using mass balance calculations) for locating the minimum depth of primary magma degassing below San Cristó bal ($200-425 MPa; $5-16 km). The CO 2 Raman densimeter equations (e.g. Fall et al., 2011) correspond well with the instrumental calibration/peak treatment methodology and allow accurate calculations of the CO 2 density in ten bubbles, with five being used in Raman-corrected CO 2 solubility models (Witham et al., 2012) . 2. The first source of error to be addressed when studying the total magmatic budget estimations at San Cristó bal is related to the divergence between the minimum (350 tons, for 5% of the olivines containing shrinkage bubbles) and maximum (8550 tons, for 100% of the olivines containing shrinkage bubbles) magmatic CO 2 budgets. This is particularly critical and implies that detailed textural studies of MIs should be performed routinely . Instrumental and methodological uncertainties linked to the CO 2 density in shrinkage bubbles are not negligible (Gaetani et al., 2017; Cré on et al., 2018; Moore et al., 2018) . Water diffusion effects that have previously been commented on in relation to heating experiments (Danyushevsky et al., 2002; Baker, 2008; Esposito, 2012; Esposito et al., 2016; Lamadrid et al., 2017; Moore et al., 2018) additionally induce an error in the calculation of the CO 2 budgets. Finally, one potential error beyond petrological considerations is related to the CO 2 loss by open-vent degassing from the volcano. This has been estimated to be of about $4-12 megatons at San Cristó bal from 1976 to 2015, based on CO 2 fluxes of $260-786 tons/ day measured by Aiuppa et al. (2014) . 3. The Raman-corrected CO 2 content of MI bubbles should be used to study degassing paths, preferably combined with a quantitative and accurate petrological approach for estimating the original water content in the magma (e.g. Aster et al., 2016) . Detailed Raman-spectroscopy-based identification of solid phases inside shrinkage bubbles is necessary because they represent reaction products of a C-O-H-S vapour-fluid closed system and could introduce additional bias into solubility models of multiple volatiles (e.g. Papale et al., 2006; Iacono-Marziano et al., 2012; Witham et al., 2012) . 4. To explain the C-O-H-S fluid/melt interaction (Kamenetsky et al., 2001 Esposito et al., 2014 Esposito et al., , 2016 Robidoux et al., 2015a, b) , intensive variables (pressure, temperature, and concentrations of volatiles) were compared with the vapour-bubble/ inclusion volume ratios (bubble volume percentage). The observed correlations showed that silicate melt chemical properties may affect vapour bubble expansion/contraction rates during eruptive cooling (e.g. Roedder, 1979; Lowenstern, 1995) . We propose two possible mechanisms to explain the correlations between the intensive variables and the C-O-H-S fluids inside the bubbles that lead to mineral precipitation from hydrothermal temperatures to ambient temperatures: (i) volatile diffusion and glass-fluid interactions, and (ii) the presence of immiscible fluids. 5. The minerals identified inside the bubbles include variably disordered carbonates (hydrothermal magnesite), a hydrous sulfate (kieserite type), and sulfides (pyrite, marcasite, and chalcopyrite). The C-O-H-S fluid migration from the inclusion to the vapour bubble occurred during vapour bubble nucleation, expansion, and until its contraction (400-500 C), which depends mainly on the silicate melt composition and quenching rates. Considering those properties, the cooling history inside the shrinkage bubble can be modeled starting with diffusion of volatiles (1200-250 C), then MI formation ($1100 C) and thermal precipitation conditions forming the paragenetic mineral sequence of the bubble: high-temperature sulfide precipitation (500-700 C) followed by low-temperature carbonates and hydrous sulfates (<500 C). 6. The carbonate and Mg-Fe-Cu sulfide (sulfate) mineral paragenesis indicates that a C-O-H-S fluid migrated into the shrinkage bubble. Further experimental studies are required to determine if the precise mechanism involves fluid-glass interactions (post-trapping) or if the S-metal-rich magma is saturated and exsolves an immiscible fluid during MI trapping. This last hypothesis could partially explain the occurrence of Cu-Fe sulfides in larger fluid bubbles. However, the rocks sampled at San Cristó bal do not show clear petrographic evidence of S melt immiscibility from a silicate melt at magmatic stages (e.g. at reducing conditions or during magma mixing). Water played a key role at the bubble-glass interface during and after eruptive cooling by inducing glass hydration along bubble-inclusion rims. Early igneous water-rich fluids may have reacted with Mg-Fe-Cu in the glass inclusions to form mineral phases. Similar glass-water interactions are excellent analogs to early magmatic hydrothermal interactions, which are frequently described in epithermal/porphyry copper deposit models (Hedenquist and Lowenstern, 1994; Shinohara et al., 1995; Heinrich et al., 1999; Williams-Jones & Heinrich, 2005; Sillitoe, 2010) .
The approach presented here can be used to determine the chemical reactions of open-system fluid-rock interactions (for recent geological timescales) that affect the chemistry of fluid inclusions (often formed by secondary processes). We propose that future studies should perform heating experiments on glass inclusions to reveal if chemical reactions and fluctuating temperatures inside the bubble might induce alternating dissolution/precipitation processes that may mask early indications of the separation of an immiscible C-O-H-S fluid from the melt.
